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The 900 family o�ers sophisticated styling, advanced technology 
and an easy-to-see touchscreen

Light key on the top 
makes it easy to check 

the status without ever 
changing settings

Intuitive wake, 
leave, return, sleep 

programming icons

7 day, 5/1/1 or non 
programmable options 

Intuitive set-point 
buttons

Extra large blue 
backlight screen

Very large numbers in a 
bright easy-to-read display

Programmable fan
Touchscreen
 

T900 FAMILY OF THERMOSTATS
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Our environment is important to all of us.  Pro1 products are a great choice to improve the comfort of your indoor 
environment.  And best of all, you can save on your energy bill.  For example, most people will save enough in just a couple 
of years to pay for the cost of one of our programmable thermostats.  It really is an easy choice, great for the 
environment and your budget.

Install a programmable thermostat
Programmable thermostats will automatically lower the heat or air conditioning at night and raise them again in the morning.  
They can save you up to $100 a year on your energy bill.

Clean or replace �lters on your furnace and air conditioner
Cleaning a dirty air �lter can reduce nearly 350 pounds of carbon emissions 
annually and reduce your energy bill. 

Here are a few things you can do to make a di�erence:
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Wireless Accessories

T955

RZ251W is a wireless indoor remote temperature sensor
RZ250W is a wireless outdoor/slab remote temperature sensor

T905

T955S Rh, Rc, C, Y, Y2, W/E, W2, G, B, O, S1, S2

Rh, Rc, C, Y, Y2, W/E, W2, G, B, O

Rh, Rc, C, Y, W, G, B, O, B

Rh, Rc, C, Y, Y2, W/E, W2, G, B, O, H, D

Commercial

Wired Accessories
R251S is a wired indoor remote temperature sensor
R250S is a wired outdoor/slab remote temperature sensor

Wired Accessories
R251S is a wired indoor remote temperature sensor
R250S is a wired outdoor/slab remote temperature sensor

Stages* = 2 heat stages in conventional heat


